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P.MICH. VII 459: A WRITING EXERCISE WITH LATIN VERSE*
Since its fi rst edition in 1947, P.Mich. VII 459 (P.Mich. inv. 3721)1 has been thought to comprise two sep-
arate fragments, each with writing on the recto and the verso. That those fragments were portions of the 
same document was clear, however, from their appearance and layout. Allegedly found in Oxyrhynchus, 
they were bought by A. E. R. Boak in May 1925 and inventoried by H. I. Bell, who dated them to the 4th 
century AD.2 The fi rst editor (and so far, the only one), H. A. Sanders, preferred the 3rd century AD. E. A. 
Lowe further lowered the chronological fork to 1st–2nd century, the currently accepted – and most likely 
correct – dating.3 By the time the fi rst edition was produced, there were apparently no clues for how to 
re-join, or at any rate realign, the two fragments. As for the content of the original text, Sanders described 
the fragment as a ‘placard or proclamation’.4 His edition runs as follows:
  iu[
  iussị t Rom[   ]ṛ o[ ̣  ̣  ]ị ṭ solers quo i[
 3          [c]ircum
Lowe, on the other hand, recognised in the document a writing exercise or probatio calami;5 this was later 
confi rmed by P. Fioretti6 and S. Ammirati, who suggested that the scribe was practicing in preparation for 
the drawing of an inscription.7 Further inspection of the two fragments confi rms that they can actually be 
re-attached to one another in a larger fragment (23.5 × 13 cm); and that the object of the writing exercise 
was, in all likelihood, Roman poet ry. 
The text in the reconstructed recto (Fig. 1) runs as follows:8
  - - -
  I[uppiter omnipotens quo
  I[up]p[ite]r o[mnipote]ṇ [s] q̣[uo
  Iuppitẹ r omnipotens quo  ̣  ̣  [
  ] ̣  ̣  ̣  C̣IRCVM [
 5          ] ̣  [ ̣  ] ̣  [
  - - -
* The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Research Council (ERC) under the 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (Grant agreement nº 636983); ERC-PLATINUM project 
‘Papyri and LAtin Texts: INsights and Updated Methodologies. Towards a philological, literary, and historical approach to 
Latin papyri’, University of Naples ‘Federico II’ – PI Maria Chiara Scappaticcio. I am grateful to M. C. Scappaticcio (Napoli 
‘Federico II’) for directing my attention to this important papyrus, and to B. Haug and M. Tsuneishi (Ann Arbor, MI) for their 
help and assistance during my stay in Michigan. This paper has been thoroughly discussed with M. C. Scappaticcio, who is 
currently producing a detailed study of its content. The papyrus will be re-published in the CLTP. 
1 CPL 228; CLA Suppl. 1781; TM 67912. I personally inspected the papyrus at the Hatcher Graduate Library in Ann Arbor 
in September 2019.
2 See the APIS catalogue at https://quod.lib.umich.edu/a/apis/x-2063/3721V.TIF?lasttype=boolean;lastview=
reslist;resnum=1;size=50;sort=apis_inv;start=1;subview=detail;view=entry;rgn1=apis_inv;select1=regex;q1=3721 (consulted 
on 16 March 2020).
3 CLA Suppl. 1781.
4 P.Mich. VII 459.
5 CLA Suppl. 1781.
6 P. Fioretti, Ordine del testo, ordine dei testi. Strategie distintive nell’Occidente latino tra lettura e scrittura, in Settimane 
di studio del Centro italiano di studi sull’alto medioevo, 59. Scrivere e leggere nell’alto Medioevo, Spoleto 2012, pp. 515–551.
7 S. Ammirati, Sul libro latino antico. Ricerche bibliologiche e paleografi che, Pisa–Roma 2015, p. 27.
8 I have rendered the difference between old Roman cursive and Roman capital by representing the letters in Roman cap-
ital as majuscules, both here and in the verso.
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In the middle of the writing frame, a blank space separates an upper (ll. 1–3) and a lower (ll. 4–5) section. 
The upper section has been employed to copy at least three times, and possibly more, a  Lat in  hexameter 
of  an unspeci f ied author. Since we only have the fi rst three feet of the verse (—⏑⏑𐄀 —⏑⏑𐄀 — —), it is 
also possible that the hexameter was not copied in its entirety. 
One is puzzled by the traces of the two letters after quo, visible only in l. 3. The last letter, on the edge 
of the lacuna, is represented by the lower portion of an upright stroke that is hooked at the bottom: ị [, ṇ [ or 
ṣ[ are all possible. As for the letter immediately following quo, one can see a tall upright, which might or 
might not be interrupted by the lacuna above it. Depending on the status of this letter (complete or incom-
plete), two possibilities can be envisaged.
(a) The letter might be complete, and therefore – as in Sanders’ edition – a tall i, like that at the 
beginning of the verse (Iuppiter). If that is the case, one is struck by the apparent hiatus between quo and 
i. Sanders apparently separated quo and i ̣  [ so that with i ̣  [ should begin a new word. This sort of hiatus 
is infrequent in Latin hexametric poetry: one normally sees it when i has a consonantal value,9 and the 
association of quo and vocalic i is much rarer.10 One must remember, however, that Latin poetry found on 
papyri as a writing exercise is not always metrically consistent: e.g. the sequence Aeneas Dardaniae in PSI 
XIII 1307 verso11 recalls the Aeneid, but does not match any known verse of Vergil and is not an hexameter 
(— — — — ⏑⏑ —). Therefore, one cannot assume this particular (and incomplete) piece of poetry to be 
grammatically and/or metrically faultless. Alternatively, quo and i might be united, forming quoi, an old 
form for cui mentioned by scholars and grammarians (e.g. Quint. inst. 1,7,29 or Vel. gramm. VII 76,3) and 
attested in early Latin poetry.12 Old forms normally do not appear in Latin writing exercises on papyrus, 
but this does not rule them out.
9 As in e.g. Verg. Aen. 1,544–545 rex erat Aeneas nobis quo iustior alter / nec pietate fuit nec bello maior et armis; 
4,156–157 at puer Ascanius mediis in uallibus acri / gaudet equo iamque hos cursu, iam praeterit illos; Ov. epist. 2,54 quo 
iam tot pignora nobis?; Val. Fl. 2,306–307 arcem nata petit, quo iam manus horrida matrum / congruerat.
10 See Lucil. 180–182 Marx quo me habeam pacto, tam etsi non quaeris docebo, / quando in eo numero mansi quo in 
maxima non est / pars hominum.
11 LDAB 4139, TM 62947.
12 See e.g. Plaut. Bacch. 543 nullus est quoi non inuideant rem secundam optingere or Enn. ann. 278–279 Skutsch ingeni-
um quoi nulla malum sententia suadet / ut faceret facinus leuis aut mala. I owe this suggestion to R. Ast, who also noticed that 
Fig. 1. The reconstructed recto
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(b) The letter might be incomplete: a tall s, the upper, diagonal stroke of which was lost in the lacuna 
above the letter. As one gets here palaeographically different versions of n in omnipotens (see below), one 
might as well get different versions of s (this s would look different than that in omnipotens). Reading 
quoṣ  ̣  [ or quo ṣ  ̣  [ after Iuppiter omnipotens presents no metrical problem, but does not match any known 
Latin verse either.
No fi nal decision between these two alternatives can be made at this stage. 
The script can be defi ned an old Roman cursive as most of the letters are cursive in origin (most notably 
p, q, r, s), but probably due to the literary nature of the text, ligatures are avoided: the letters have been 
carefully written and detached from one another, as if in an attempt at calligraphic style. Some contrast of 
width is to be seen between ‘wider’ letters (m and u) and narrower ones (notably o, which has a singularly 
elliptical shape). At least m preserves its fully capital form in three strokes. N, on the other hand, is seen 
both in its capital (omnipotens) and cursive shape (omnipotens); its left upright trespasses well below the 
writing line. The same can be seen in q and r. Parallels for these three letters projecting towards the lower 
portion of the line are e.g. in P.Oxy. XLIV 3208 (Fig. 2).13 This palaeographical comparison suggests the 
1st century AD as a likely period for the drafting of this manuscript.
The lower section contains scant remnants of two Lat in  l ines, written in a neatly executed Roman 
‘rustic’ capital, where only the word circum can be read.14 The letters are decidedly larger than those in 
Roman cursive, and chiaroscuro (shading) has been evidently – though not excessively – employed. The 
same scribe might be recognized here and on the verso (see below); he might also be the same person who 
penned the upper section. A comparison with the Roman capital in the already mentioned PSI XIII 1307 
verso,15 roughly contemporary to this text, can be made: the letters are narrower, but r is quite similar. 
Despite being much later and featuring much narrower letters, also the Roman capital in P.Oxy. XLI 295016 
is comparable.
At l. 4, before circum, one sees faint traces of three letters: the fi bres are heavily torn apart and dam-
aged, and spots of ink appear to be displaced. The fi rst letters might be r; or, even if one cannot see other 
instances of these letters, p or b. The second can be more confi dently read as e. Almost nothing remains of 
the last one. Perhaps ]Ṛ Ẹ Ṣ , ]P̣Ẹ Ṛ or ]P̣Ẹ Ṣ ? Finally in l. 5, the traces of the fi rst letter might match the top 
of c.
As for the verso, Sanders’ text runs as follows:
  ]ri co[   ]mos f[
 2  ]ri co[   ]o ̣  ̣  [
if we read quoi for cui, this reminds one of Verg. Aen. 4,206 Iuppiter omnipotens cui nunc Maurusia pictis. In state-of-the-art 
Vergilian editions the variant quoi for cui never appears; nevertheless, this is a striking coincidence which ought to be noted.
13 1st c. BC–1st c. AD, TM 78573. The papyrus is being re-published by A. Bernini (Heidelberg) in CLTP. This type of r 
can also be seen in ostraca in O.Berenike III (namely, 290 = TM 641778; 333 = TM 641821; and 416 = TM 641904; all dated 
to the second half of the 1st AD); a similar q is in P.Mich. III 159 (AD 37–43, TM 78513).
14 The reference text for this script is now P. Fioretti, Sulla genesi della capitale romana ‘rustica’, Segno e Testo 12 (2014), 
pp. 1–48.
15 The image can be seen in http://www.psi-online.it/images/orig/PSI%20XII%201307%20v.jpg?1365958834.
16 AD 285 (after), TM 16514. The image can be seen in http://163.1.169.40/gsdl/collect/POxy/index/assoc/HASH3155.dir/
POxy.v0041.n2950.a.01.hires.jpg.
Fig. 2. P.Oxy. XLIV 3208, l. 3 itaque · nihil · ultra
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The reconstructed verso (Fig. 3), on the other hand, can be thus read:
  - - -
  A]VRICOMOS   [̣
 2 A]Ṿ `V´RIC`C´Ọ `Ọ ́Ṃ `Ṃ ́[OS
  - - -
The only remnant of the original text is a Lat in  word in  the mascul ine plura l  accusat ive, nor-
mally found in hexametric poetry due to its choriambic nature (—⏑⏑—): it may be auricomos ‘covered with 
golden foliage’, ‘golden-haired’17 or lauricomos ‘covered with laurel foliage’.18 Here, more than on the rec-
to, one can appreciate the ornamental serifs the scribe puts at the top of uprights and oblique strokes. After 
the adjective, one can see a letter which Sanders identifi ed as f. I am not sure whether it is, in fact, an f with 
a large ornamental curve on the bottom,19 or rather an e, as I can see the upright and all the expected three 
horizontal strokes, roughly of the same length. Also p might be possible. In the upper margin, close to the 
rupture of the fi bre, traces of ink can be seen, which cannot be connected to any specifi c letter. After l. 2 
was written, either the scribe or someone who came after him copied the letters u, c, o and m of ]auricomos 
in the interlinear space between ll. 1 and 2, each letter in close proximity to its counterpart in l. 2. This is 
diffi cult to explain: it is perhaps the result of further writing practice, and evidence of the re-use of the text.
Giulio Iovine, Università di Napoli ‘Federico II’, Dipartimento di Studi Umanistici, Via Porta di Massa 1,
80133 Napoli (NA)
giulio.iovine@unina.it
17 ThLL II col. 1494 s.v. auricomus: see Verg. Aen. 6,140–141: sed non ante datur telluris operta subire / auricomos quam 
quis decerpserit arbore fetus.
18 ThLL II.2 col. 1059 s.v. lauricomus: see Lucr. 6,152–613: lauricomos ut si per montis fl amma uagetur / turbine uen-
torum comburens impete magno.
19 As per R. Ast’s suggestion, f ̣[ might point to f ̣[etus, and suggest a sequence (auricomos fetus) clearly taken (or inspired) 
from the already quoted Aen. 6,141.
Fig. 3. The reconstructed verso
